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Children’s intellectual development is influenced by both genetic
inheritance and environmental experiences. Breastfeeding is one
of the earliest such postnatal experiences. Breastfed children attain
higher IQ scores than children not fed breast milk, presumably
because of the fatty acids uniquely available in breast milk. Here
we show that the association between breastfeeding and IQ is
moderated by a genetic variant in FADS2, a gene involved in the
genetic control of fatty acid pathways. We confirmed this gene–
environment interaction in two birth cohorts, and we ruled out
alternative explanations of the finding involving gene– exposure
correlation, intrauterine growth, social class, and maternal cognitive ability, as well as maternal genotype effects on breastfeeding
and breast milk. The finding shows that environmental exposures
can be used to uncover novel candidate genes in complex phenotypes. It also shows that genes may work via the environment to
shape the IQ, helping to close the nature versus nurture debate.
cognitive development 兩 gene environment interaction
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or 100 years, the IQ has been at the heart of scientific and
public debates about nature versus nurture (1–3). Twin
studies document that differences between individuals’ IQs are
under strong genetic influence, but twin studies also attest to the
existence of nongenetic, environmental influences on IQ, particularly for young children (4, 5). In the past 5 years, the nature
versus nurture debate has shifted toward interest in how both
nature and nurture work together (6). An integral part of this
new focus is research that tests how genetic differences moderate
the effects of environmental influences on individuals’ health
and behavior (7). Here we report replicated evidence that a
measured genotype can moderate response to an environmental
influence on children’s IQ. We began our investigation of
gene–environment interaction in IQ by selecting for study an
environmental factor thought to influence neurodevelopment
and known to predict IQ. We selected being fed breast milk
(hereafter breastfeeding) as the environmental exposure because the biological processes underlying its benefits for the
developing brain are increasingly well understood (8). A gene
involved in these putative biological processes would be a good
candidate for framing a gene–environment interaction hypothesis (9). Thus, selecting breastfeeding as the environmental
exposure allowed us to nominate a novel candidate gene for this
study of IQ.
Breastfeeding is thought to influence brain development
through nutritional processes involving fatty acids (10). The
predominant long-chain polyunsaturated fatty acids (LCPUFAs) present in human milk, but not in cow’s milk or most
infant formulas, are docosahexaenoic acid (DHA; 22:6n-3) and
arachidonic acid (AA or ARA; 20:4n-6) (11). Substantial
amounts of DHA and AA accumulate in the human brain during
the first postnatal months (12), and infants who are breastfed
have higher concentrations of DHA and AA than infants fed
unsupplemented formulas (13, 14). Evidence, in general, is
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consistent with the hypothesis that LC-PUFAs in breast milk
may enhance cognitive development (15). In humans, children
who are breastfed have higher IQs than children not fed breast
milk (16, 17), and this advantage persists into adulthood (17).
Although breastfeeding in contemporary, industrialized nations
is associated with higher social class, IQ differences between
breastfed children and children not fed breast milk remain
significant in most observational studies even after adjustments
for class-related confounding factors (16, 17). However, the
essentiality of fatty acids cannot be inferred from such studies.
Experimental studies, where more control can be achieved, show
that animals that are fed diets deficient in n-3 fatty acids exhibit
neuronal deficits, including memory, sensory, and visual abnormalities (18). DHA supplementation in rodents and nonhuman
primates leads to increased brain DHA concentrations and
enhanced performance on a wide variety of learning, memory,
and problem-solving tasks (19–21). LC-PUFAs are thought to be
important for cognitive development because they are required
for efficient neurotransmission (22) and are involved in neurite
outgrowth, dendritic arborization, and neuron regeneration
after cell injury (23). This putative biological pathway led us to
search the KEGG database (24) for genes involved in LC-PUFA
metabolism, reasoning that they might moderate the effect of
breastfeeding on children’s IQ.
This search led us to FADS2, an attractive candidate gene
because of its role in the modification of dietary fatty acids.
FADS2, located on chromosome 11q12.2, encodes the delta-6
desaturase that is the rate-limiting step on the metabolic pathway
leading to AA and DHA production. FADS2 gene expression is
also regulated through end-product inhibition and dietary LCPUFAs such as those available in breast milk (25). To the best
of our knowledge, FADS2 polymorphisms have not been studied
in relation to breast milk or to IQ. As such, we selected two SNPs
(rs174575 and rs1535) as candidate biomarkers because they
provided the best combination of two desirable factors: (i) they
had known linkage disequilibrium (LD) throughout the region,
and (ii) they had minor allele frequencies sufficiently prevalent
to permit their use in tests of gene–environment interaction.
Specifically, using data from CEPH (Utah residents with ancestry from northern and western Europe) HapMap trios (26), we
found that these SNPs showed strong LD throughout the promoter and intragenic region of FADS2. In addition, these SNPs
exhibited strong LD into the promoter and intragenic region of
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Fig. 1. The association between breastfeeding and IQ is moderated by a genetic polymorphism (rs174575) in the FADS2 gene. In each cohort, we estimated
a hierarchical regression model (ordinary least squares) with main effects for genotype (C carriers vs. GG homozygotes) and environment (not breastfed vs.
breastfed) followed by a multiplicative genotype ⫻ environment interaction term, with covariate adjustment for socioeconomic status. In the Dunedin cohort
(A), the effect of breastfeeding was significant (t ⫽ 4.67, P ⬍ 0.001), the effect of rs174575 was not significant (t ⫽ 0.32, P ⫽ 0.75), and the interaction term was
significant (t ⫽ 2.11, P ⫽ 0.035). In the E-risk cohort (B), the effect of breastfeeding was significant (t ⫽ 3.20, P ⬍ 0.001), the effect of rs174575 was not significant
(t ⫽ 1.82, P ⫽ 0.42), and the interaction term was significant (t ⫽ 2.37, P ⫽ 0.018).

FADS1, a highly similar gene that borders the 5⬘ region of FADS2
and that is also involved in fatty acid metabolism, encoding the
delta-5 desaturase (27). By genotyping these two tag SNPs
(identified with the Gabriel method in Haploview v3.2 on release
20 of CEPH HapMap data), we could obtain maximum information about a candidate locus that potentially moderates
breastfeeding effects on IQ [see supporting information (SI)
Text and SI Figs. 3–5 for details about candidate gene and marker
selection strategy]. We then tested the hypothesis that the
cognitive advantage associated with breastfeeding in humans is
related to genetic differences in LC-PUFA metabolism, and we
replicated this test in two birth cohorts.
Results
Consistent with previous reports, the difference in IQ test scores
between breastfed children and those not breastfed was 5.6 and
6.3 IQ points in the Dunedin and E-risk cohorts, respectively.
Genotype was not related to IQ in either cohort. (IQ means
associated with the three rs174575 genotype groups, CC, CG,
and GG, were 101.1, 100.4, and 99.5 in Dunedin and 100.5, 100.7,
and 100.3 in E-risk; IQ means associated with the three rs1535
groups, AA, AG, and GG, were 101.2, 100.3, and 100.9 in
Dunedin and 101.0, 100.4, and 99.3 in E-risk.)
Analyses revealed that rs174575 interacted with breastfeeding to
influence IQ in both the Dunedin (P ⫽ 0.035) and E-risk (P ⫽
0.018) cohorts (Fig. 1). There was a dominant effect of the C allele
in response to breastfeeding. In Dunedin, breastfed children carrying the C allele showed a 6.4-IQ-point advantage relative to
children not fed breast milk (t ⫽ 6.35, P ⬍ 0.001). In contrast, GG
homozygotes neither gained an advantage from breastfeeding nor
suffered a disadvantage from not being fed breast milk (t ⫽ 0.50,
P ⫽ 0.62) (Fig. 1 A). Turning to the E-risk cohort, we found that
breastfed children carrying the C allele showed a 7.0-IQ-point
advantage relative to children not fed breast milk (t ⫽ 7.91, P ⬍
0.001), whereas GG homozygotes neither gained an advantage
from breastfeeding nor suffered a disadvantage from not being fed
breast milk (t ⫽ 0.22, P ⫽ 0.83) (Fig. 1B).
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Four points are relevant for interpreting this replicated
gene– environment interaction between rs174575 and breastfeeding in predicting IQ. First, it is important to rule out
confounding by social class, because socioeconomic advantage
is related to children’s higher IQ, and in modern countries,
socioeconomically advantaged women are more likely to
breastfeed (Table 1). To rule out this potential confound, all
significance tests reported here for the rs174575-breastfeeding
interaction were conducted with covariate adjustment for
social class (see SI Table 2). Second, it is important to rule out
confounding by maternal IQ (28). We added statistical controls for measures of maternal cognitive ability (Table 1); the
rs174575-breastfeeding interaction remained significant in
both Dunedin (P ⫽ 0.03) and E-risk (P ⫽ 0.03) (see SI Table
2). Third, to interpret the interaction, it is necessary to rule out
potential genotype effects on exposure to breastfeeding. Child
genotype was not related to breastfeeding in either cohort;
prevalence rates of breastfeeding associated with the three
rs174575 genotype groups (CC, CG, and GG) were 56%, 57%,
and 58% in Dunedin [2 (2) ⫽ 0.10, P ⫽ 0.95] and 48%, 47%,
and 51% in E-risk [2 (2) ⫽ 0.30, P ⫽ 0.86].
Fourth, it is important to rule out potential genotype differences in intrauterine growth. Because small gestational age and
lower birth weight have been linked to lower IQ (29, 30), a
spurious rs174575-breastfeeding interaction could be produced
if GG homozygotes differed from C-carriers in their intrauterine
growth. However, there were no significant gestational age or
birth weight differences between the genotype groups, in either
cohort (Table 1).
We repeated all analyses using rs1535. We observed a significant interaction in the E-risk cohort (P ⫽ 0.01). Breastfed
A-carriers had higher IQs than nonbreastfed A-carriers, whereas
this advantage was not as pronounced among GG homozygotes
(breastfed children with AA, AG, and GG genotypes had IQs of
104.6, 104.6, and 100.0, whereas nonbreasfted children had IQs
of 97.7, 96.8, and 98.6). This interaction did not replicate in the
Dunedin cohort (P ⫽ 0.55); breastfed children with AA, AG, and
Caspi et al.

Samples and measures
New Zealand (Dunedin) birth cohort
Children’s IQ
Socioeconomic status (1 ⫽ low; 3 ⫽ high)*
Maternal cognitive ability†
Gestational age,‡ weeks
Birthweight,§ g
British (E-risk study) birth cohort
Children’s IQ
Socioeconomic status (1 ⫽ low; 3 ⫽ high)*
Maternal cognitive ability†
Gestational age,‡ weeks
Birthweight,§ g

rs174575 CC homozygotes

rs174575 CG heterozygotes

rs174575 GG homozygotes

Not
breastfed

Breastfed

Not
breastfed

Breastfed

Not
breastfed

Breastfed

n ⫽ 183
98.4 (15.2)
1.9 (0.60)
97.1 (15.2)
40.0 (1.7)
3,399 (535)
n ⫽ 524
97.3 (14.1)
1.7 (0.75)
95.1 (14.9)
36.4 (2.6)
2,452 (517)

n ⫽ 238
103.2 (13.9)
2.0 (0.65)
102.4 (15.2)
40.0 (1.5)
3,374 (491)
n ⫽ 488
104.0 (15.0)
2.3 (0.79)
105.0 (12.9)
36.1 (2.9)
2,404 (572)

n ⫽ 153
95.8 (12.4)
1.8 (0.55)
96.0 (12.9)
39.7 (2.0)
3,289 (609)
n ⫽ 375
97.2 (13.9)
1.7 (0.76)
98.5 (12.7)
36.4 (2.2)
2,442 (485)

n ⫽ 201
104.0 (13.4)
2.1 (0.60)
103.6 (14.2)
40.2 (1.5)
3,467 (462)
n ⫽ 337
104.6 (15.3)
2.3 (0.75)
105.2 (13.8)
36.2 (3.1)
2,466 (550)

n ⫽ 35
100.3 (11.2)
1.9 (0.53)
100.2 (13.4)
39.9 (1.7)
3,431 (450)
n ⫽ 61
99.9 (15.3)
1.9 (0.77)
91.8 (14.5)
36.5 (2.8)
2,490 (462)

n ⫽ 48
98.9 (13.8)
1.9 (0.58)
103.3 (14.9)
40.2 (1.6)
3,344 (347)
n ⫽ 63
100.7 (17.3)
2.4 (0.68)
102.6 (14.4)
36.0 (3.6)
2,483 (690)

Entries in the table are means and standard deviations. IQ scores were standardized to M ⫽ 100 and SD ⫽ 15 in each cohort.
*In both the Dunedin and E-risk cohorts, genotype was not associated with social class (P ⫽ 0.34 and 0.23), breastfeeding was significantly associated with social
class (P ⬍ 0.001), and there was no difference in the association between breastfeeding and social class by genotype (P ⫽ 0.93 and 0.77).
†In the Dunedin cohort, maternal cognitive ability was assessed with the SRA verbal test (56). In the E-risk cohort, mothers were administered the Wide Range
Achievement Test (57). Scores were standardized to M ⫽ 100 and SD ⫽ 15. In both the Dunedin and E-risk cohorts, genotype was not associated with maternal
IQ (P ⫽ 0.39 and 0.84), breastfeeding was significantly associated with maternal IQ (P ⬍ 0.001), and there was no difference in the association between
breastfeeding and maternal IQ by genotype (P ⫽ 0.85 and 0.34).
‡In both the Dunedin and E-risk cohorts, genotype was not associated with gestational age (P ⫽ 0.81 and 0.78), breastfeeding was associated with gestational
age in Dunedin (P ⫽ 0.04) but not in E-risk (P ⫽ 0.11), and there was no difference in the association between breastfeeding and gestational age by genotype
(P ⫽ 0.13 and 0.99).
§In both the Dunedin and E-risk cohorts, genotype was not associated with birth weight (P ⫽ 0.99 and 0.32), breastfeeding was not associated with birth weight
(P ⫽ 0.13 and 0.61), and there was no difference in the association between breastfeeding and birth weight by genotype (P ⫽ 0.27 and 0.39).

GG genotypes had IQs of 102.7, 103.6, and 102.7, respectively,
whereas nonbreastfed children had IQs of 99.1, 96.0, and 98.4.
The interaction between children’s rs174575 genotype and
breastfeeding, replicated across cohorts, suggests that Ccarrying children benefit from breast milk more than do GG
homozygotes. An alternative hypothesis is that there are
variations in human-milk composition that are related to
maternal rs174575 genotype. If our findings ref lected such a
maternal genotype effect, we should find that, among breastfeeding mothers, rs174575 C-carrying mothers have children
with higher IQs than GG mothers. To test this possibility, we
collected DNA from the mothers of the E-risk children. (We
were not able to collect DNA from the mothers of the Dunedin
cohort.) There were no significant IQ differences among
children fed breast milk as a function of maternal genotype
(breast-milk-fed children of CC, CG, and GG mothers had IQs
of 104.6, 103.4, and 103.9; P ⫽ 0.93). These results suggest that
the rs174575 moderation of breastfeeding effects on IQ involves genetic differences in children’s LC-PUFA metabolism
rather than rs174575 differences among lactating women in
their milk composition (see SI Table 3).
Discussion
These results suggest that genetic variation in fatty acid metabolism moderates breastfeeding effects on children’s cognitive
development. We confirmed the gene–environment interaction
in two independent, well characterized birth cohorts who were
assessed with the best available intelligence tests, and the
combined interaction effect across the two studies yielded a P
value of 0.005. Among GG homozygote children, the IQ advantage associated with breastfeeding was nil (⫺0.1 IQ points). In
contrast, among children who were C-carriers, the IQ advantage
was 6.8 IQ points (or 0.48 standard deviation units in the general
population). This advantage corresponds to a moderate effect
size (31) that is associated with many important life outcomes
(32). Moreover, we were able to rule out potential confounding
Caspi et al.

of the gene–environment interaction due to gene–exposure
correlation, intrauterine growth differences, social class differences, and maternal cognitive ability. This study is an initial step
in the process of constructive replication (33); further investigation to replicate and explain this specific gene–environment
interaction is warranted.
The genetic moderation of breastfeeding effects on IQ is
unlikely to be directly caused by the analyzed SNP, and the
molecular mechanism by which rs174575 may influence cognitive development is not known. However, rs174575 demonstrates
LD with several SNPs in the FADS1 FADS2 gene cluster that
have been shown to track fatty acid composition of serum
phospholipids in humans (27) (Fig. 2); the rs174575 C allele is
linked with the major alleles of these SNPs, which are associated
with more efficient fatty acid processing, possibly due to increased transcriptional activity or to a more active protein. It
may be that rs174575 influences the biosynthesis of n-6 and n-3
series LC-PUFAs from their dietary precursors. Because n-6 and
n-3 fatty acids compete for the same desaturase metabolic
enzymes at multiple steps, this process may operate differently
in breastfed versus nonbreastfed children, whose n-6:n-3 precursor ratio is different (34). Genetic variants may also condition
the feedback regulation of polyunsaturated fatty acids. The
availability of dietary DHA (as in breast milk) alters gene
expression in n-6 and n-3 pathways as well as expression of genes
involved in synaptic plasticity (35, 36), and the genomic structure
surrounding rs174575 (Fig. 2) contains sterol regulatory element
transcription factor binding sites through which polyunsaturated
fatty acids modify gene expression (24). In addition, through
these various mechanisms, several classes of eicosanoids may
also be affected and influence brain development (37).
Our finding has implications for neuroscience and early child
development. Human milk is widely promoted as good for the
brain, and DHA and AA may be needed for optimal intellectual
development (23). However, although evidence for this process
is mounting, it has not yet been proven (12). The replicated
PNAS Early Edition 兩 3 of 6
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Table 1. Comparison of children in two birth cohorts, grouped according to genotype (rs174575) and breastfeeding, on tested
intelligence (IQ) and covariates

Fig. 2. The FADS1 and FADS2 gene structure on chromosome 11q12.2. The FADS1 and FAD2 genes are arranged in a head-to-head orientation. The figure shows
the position of rs174575 in relation to the hypothetical promoter regions (green rectangles), hypothetical transcription factor binding site SRE (blue arrowheads)
(54), and 18 SNPs that have been related to individual differences in fatty acid composition among humans (27). Of these 18 SNPs, 9 (shown in red) are validated
in publicly available data via HapMap. r2 between rs174575 and each of the nine markers found in HapMAP CEU (26) is noted in parentheses. Further suggesting
common regulatory mechanisms for these two genes, publicly available gene expression data on lymphoblastoid cell lines from 57 unrelated CEPH individuals
(GEO accession no. GDS2106) show that FADS1 gene expression correlates 0.78 with FADS2 gene expression. Similarly, in mouse BXD strains, FADS1 and FADS2
gene expression correlate 0.61 (55).

finding here that breastfeeding effects on IQ depend on genetic
variation in fatty acid metabolism supports a likely neurobiological pathway uniting the gene, environmental exposure, and
phenotype and strengthens the need for nutrigenomic studies to
trace it in the laboratory (38). Randomized controlled trials
comparing the neurodevelopment of infants fed DHAsupplemented versus unsupplemented formula have yielded
inconsistent results (15). Our finding suggests an intriguing
explanation. Unobserved genetic heterogeneity in fatty acid
metabolism—and in response to other supplemented nutrients—may dilute supplementation effects. If genetically responsive subgroups can be identified for analysis, modest benefits
may be revealed as stronger than previously thought for some
children.
The finding also has implications for behavioral genomics. It
is reasonable to ask whether FADS2 is a ‘‘gene for’’ IQ. There
was no overall main effect of genotype on IQ. However, breastfed rs174575 C-carriers scored 4.1 IQ points higher than GG
homozygotes (104.0 vs. 99.9, P ⫽ 0.02). This finding suggests that
under human ancestral conditions, when all infants were breastfed, genetic variation in FADS2 could have influenced individual
differences in intelligence. The interaction also offers a clue
about why the FADS2 locus has not appeared in the first
genome-wide scans for intelligence (39). Genome-wide scans
aim to uncover genes having direct main effects (i.e., genes that
show associations with phenotypes regardless of participants’
4 of 6 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0704292104

environments). Such scans are inefficient for detecting genes
whose effects are conditional on environmental exposures. In
contemporary samples of which a nontrivial proportion of
participants are not fed breast milk, any link between variation
in FADS2 and IQ would be concealed. The link between genetic
variation in fatty acid metabolism and IQ can be revealed only
against a specific environmental background (that was universal
before formula feeding). This hypothesis suggests that biological
interrogation of FADS2 in relation to intelligence can be pursued
further in mammalian species. Comparative genomics shows that
rs174575 is in a sequence conserved between human (hg17),
chimpanzee (panTro1), dog (canFAm1), rat (rn3), and mouse
(mm5) having regulatory potential (40), and there are nonhuman animal models for dietary deprivation/supplementation
(41) and for the study of intelligence (42).
Finally, the finding has implications for the public understanding of genetics. The pendulum of opinion surrounding nature
versus nurture has swung back and forth, yielding global estimates of heritability versus ‘‘environmentality’’ that have overlooked the contribution of interactions between specific genes
and specific experiences (6). To date, research on gene–
environment interactions has been dominated by the search for
genetic variants that increase disease susceptibility to environmental pathogens (43); for example, carriers of ‘‘short’’ 5-HTT
alleles who encounter stressful life events are at risk of becoming
depressed (44); carriers of ‘‘rapid’’ NAT2 alleles who eat red
Caspi et al.

Materials and Methods
Study 1. Participants in the first cohort were members of the
Dunedin Multidisciplinary Health and Development Study,
which tracks the health and behavior of a birth cohort of 1,037
children. This sample was constituted at age 3, when the
investigators enrolled 91% of consecutive births between April
1972 and March 1973 in Dunedin, New Zealand. Cohort families
represent the full range of socioeconomic status in the general
population of New Zealand’s South Island. Details about the
sample are reported elsewhere (46). The sample has been
followed to age 32 with 96% retention.
Breastfeeding was assessed in interviews with mothers when the
children were 3 years old; 57% of the cohort children were
breastfed, consistent with breastfeeding rates in New Zealand in the
early 1970s (47). Those infants not breastfed generally received
formula feeding prepared from dried cow’s milk powder.
IQ was measured at ages 7, 9, 11, and 13 years with the
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children–Revised (48). IQ
scores from the four assessments were combined to form an
overall score. The children’s IQ scores ranged from 55 to 147 and
were normally distributed.
DNA was obtained from 97% of study members as adults. To
avoid potential problems of population stratification, DNA from
cohort members of Maori origin was excluded from our analyses.

tracks the development of a sample of 2,232 children. This
E-risk sample was drawn from a 1994 –1995 birth register of
twins born in England and Wales (49). The E-risk sample was
constructed in 1999 –2000, when 1,116 families with same-sex
5-year-old twins (93% of those eligible) participated in homevisit assessments, forming the base cohort for the longitudinal
E-risk study. Details about the sample are reported elsewhere
(50). Because each study family contains two children, all
statistical analyses reported here were corrected conservatively for the nonindependence of the twin observations by
using tests based on the sandwich or Huber/White variance
estimator (51).
Breastfeeding was assessed by a postal questionnaire completed by mothers when the children were 2 years old; 48% of the
cohort children were breastfed. Infants not breastfed received
formula feeding (before LC-PUFA supplementation became
widely available in the U.K.).
IQ was measured at age 5 by using a short form of the
Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence–Revised
(52) comprising Vocabulary and Block Design subtests, and by
following procedures described by Sattler (ref. 53, table H-6).
The children’s IQs ranged from 52 to 145 and were normally
distributed.
DNA was obtained via buccal swabs from 2,140 children (96%
of the sample) and their mothers. Non-Caucasian participants
(9%) were excluded from our analyses.
SNP genotyping protocols are summarized in SI Table 4. In
both cohorts, genotyping was performed blind to measures of
breastfeeding exposure and IQ phenotype.

Environmental Risk (E-risk) Longitudinal Twin Study, which
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Supplemental Text: Candidate gene and marker selection strategy (to accompany
the article: Moderation of breastfeeding effects on the IQ by genetic variation in fatty
acid metabolism).
The flow chart (Figure 1) shows the logic of our inquiry in selecting a candidate
gene that may moderate the effect of breast feeding on the IQ. It summarizes the process
by which we arrived at FADS2 as our candidate gene and how we selected, a priori,
genetic markers for our test of a gene x environment interaction in predicting the IQ.

Figure 1: Flow chart summarizing candidate gene and marker selection strategy

Breast feeding

Fatty Acid
Ingestion

Are there genes involved in metabolism of
fatty acids?

IQ
Are there genes regulated by fatty acids?

Candidate gene
Are there known functional polymorphisms?
Yes
1.
2.

Is functional effect relevant to
investigation?
Is the MAF sufficient for
analysis?

No
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What are the Tag SNPs?
Synonymous or nonsynonymous SNPs?
Intron/Exon boundary markers?
Promoter markers?
Is the MAF sufficient for analysis?

As we have discussed elsewhere (9), the soundest logical basis for selecting a
candidate gene for inclusion in the study of a gene-environment interaction is evidence
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that the gene is related to the organism’s reactivity to the environmental exposure. As
such, in the first step of developing our hypothesis, we focused our attention on the
putative biological process by which breast feeding is hypothesized to affect IQ.
Specifically, breastfeeding is thought to influence brain development via nutritional
processes involving fatty acids (10,12,23).
In the second step of developing our hypothesis, we sought to identify candidate
genes that are involved in this aforementioned biological pathway. Specifically, we were
interested in genes that were involved in the metabolism of fatty acids or in genes whose
expression was affected by fatty acids. A review of the literature and the Kegg database
(24) led us to FADS2 as the most obvious candidate gene for two reasons. (a) FADS2
encodes the delta6 desaturase. As shown in Figure 2, delta6 desaturation is a necessary
and unavoidable step in the endogenous synthesis of LC-PUFAs from their dietary
precursors. Of all the gene products involved in this pathway, delta6 desaturase catalyses
the rate limiting step, making it the most crucial element in controlling the availability of
endogenously produced AA and DHA. (b) Expression of delta6 desaturase is also
regulated via end-product inhibition and dietary LC-PUFAs such as are available in
breast milk. FADS2 was the only gene we tested.

GxE IQ

Figure 2: The importance of FADS2 in n-6 and n-3 fatty acid pathways(27)

In the third step of developing our hypothesis, we needed to select markers in
FADS2. To the best of our knowledge, FADS2 polymorphisms have not been studied in
relation to breast milk or to IQ. In this event, a standard approach to marker selection
would be to cover the entire gene with Tag SNPs. The difficulty with this approach is
that it yields many SNPs with small minor allele frequencies (MAF) that are not useable
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in regression analyses of gene-environment interaction as they would lead to statistical
tests that would be woefully underpowered (i.e., the statistical power to detect
interactions is determined, in tandem, by allele frequency and environmental exposure
frequency). For this reason, we used HapMap data (version 20) to strategically select two
Tag SNPs for two reasons (as shown in the LD map in Figure 3 these SNPs, in the red
box, are rs1535 and rs174575). (a) Compared to all the Tag SNPs, these two SNPs had
minor allele frequencies (.37 and .28, respectively) which ensured that we would have
sufficient statistical power to test a hypothesis of a gene x environment interaction and
(b) these two SNPs are located to cover variation in substantial parts (including most
significantly in the promoter region) of FADS2 and also of FADS1, a gene which lies in a
head-to-head orientation with FADS2 and which is also involved in fatty acid
metabolism, encoding the delta5 desaturase (see Figure 2). rs1535 and rs174575 were
the only markers we tested.
To summarize, our hypothesis-driven research about gene x environment
interaction proceeded in the following fashion: (1) Start with the environmental
exposure; (2) specify the putative biological pathway by which it affects the phenotype;
(3) identify a candidate gene involved in this same pathway; (3) select the most
promising markers; (4) test and replicate.
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rs13966

rs174468
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rs1000778

rs174634

rs174450

rs174449

rs472031

rs7104849

rs174627

rs174626

rs11230815

rs17831757

rs17764324

rs482548

rs174611

rs498793

rs2526678

rs174601

rs174597

rs174593

rs174591

rs2851682

rs174589

rs174585

rs174583

rs174579

rs2072114

rs174577

rs2524299

rs174576

rs2727271

rs2727270

rs174575

rs1535

rs174570

rs968567

rs174556

rs174555

rs174550

rs174548

rs174546

rs174545

rs174541

Figure 3: FADS2 Linkage Disequilibrium (LD) map. Physical location and linkage
disequilibrium pattern of SNPs covering the FADS2 gene from the promoter region to the
3’ end of the gene (and also including FADS1). The top part of the panel shows the headto-head orientation of FADS2 and FADS1, and the position of these SNPs. The bottom
part of the panel shows an LD plot generated with Haploview, using r2 and D’ as the
measure of LD.
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Supplemental Table 1. Interpreting the rs174575-breastfeeding interaction: Tests to rule out confounding by social class and maternal
cognitive ability.

Testing the possibility of a social-class confound: One way to examine if the breastfeeding measured in this research is a mere proxy
for social class is to test whether an interaction between rs174575 and social class also predicts IQ; if the rs174575-breastfeeding
interaction was entirely due to the fact that breastfeeding is correlated with social class, we would expect to find a significant
interaction between rs174575 and social class. In contrast to the significant rs174575-breastfeeding interaction (shown in Table 1 and
Figure 1), this Supplemental Table 2 shows that the rs174575-social class interaction was not significant in either Dunedin (P=.32) or
E-risk (P=.64).
Samples

rs174575 CC homozygotes

Low
class

Medium
class

rs174575 CG heterozygotes

High
class

Low
class

rs174575 GG homozygotes

Medium
class

High
class

Low
class

Middle
class

High
class

n=229

n=57

n=17

n=56

n=9

New Zealand (Dunedin) birth cohort

n=87

n=255

n=79

n=68

Intelligence quotient (IQ)

93.5
(13.6)

100.5
(13.7)

111.4
(12.8)

92.3
(12.9)

100.0
(11.8)

111.4
(13.6)

88.7
(10.2)

100.9
(10.7)

112.7
(13.5)

British (E-risk study) birth cohort

n=370

n=346

n=334

n=244

n=254

n=237

n=34

n=49

n=45

99 .0
(13.6)

108.6
(13.7)

93.7
(13.7)

99.8
(13.2)

108.6
(14.2)

92.6
(12.9)

98
(16.1)

108.3
(14.8)

Intelligence quotient (IQ)

94.3
(13.5)
Entries in the table are means and standard deviations.

Yet another way to evaluate the results is to compare the correlations between social class and IQ to the correlations between
breastfeeding and IQ, in each of the genotype groups. In Dunedin, the correlation between social class and IQ is similar in each of the
genotype groups (.39 among C-carriers and .53 among GG homozygotes). In contrast, the correlation between breastfeeding and IQ is
.23 versus -.05 in C-carriers and GG homozygotes, respectively. Likewise, in E-risk, the correlation between social class and IQ is
similar in each of the genotype groups (.40 among C-carriers and .40 among GG homozygotes). In contrast, the correlation between
breastfeeding and IQ is .24 versus .02 in C-carriers and GG homozygotes, respectively.
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Supplemental Table 1 (cont.)

Testing the possibility of a maternal cognitive ability confound: The same analysis can be
extended to examine if the breastfeeding measured in this research is a mere proxy for
maternal cognitive ability. If the rs174575-breastfeeding interaction was entirely due to
the fact that breastfeeding is correlated with maternal cognitive ability, we would expect
to find a significant interaction between rs174575 and maternal cognitive ability.
However, this interaction was not significant in either cohort (P=.26 and P=.98). In
Dunedin, the correlation between maternal cognitive ability and child IQ was significant
and of similar magnitude in both genotype groups (.41 among C-carriers and .28 among
GG homozygotes). In E-risk the correlation between maternal cognitive ability and child
IQ was also significant and of similar magnitude in both genotype groups (.31 among Ccarriers and .28 among GG homozygotes).
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Supplemental Table 2. Interpreting the rs174575-breastfeeding interaction: Tests to rule out maternal genotype effect.
Data in this table can be used to test whether the rs174575 moderation of breastfeeding effects on IQ represents genetic differences in
children’s fatty acid metabolism (a child-genotype effect) or genetic differences in breastmilk quality (a maternal- genotype effect). To
test the maternal genotype effect, we genotyped rs174575 among mothers of children enrolled in the E-risk study. We then derived
three testable predictions. First, if what we are observing is a maternal genotype effect, we should find that among breastfeeding
mothers, C-carrying mothers have children with higher IQs than GG mothers. They did not; IQ scores of breastfed children of CC,
CG, and GG mothers were 104.6, 103.4, and 103.9 (P=.93). Second, we should find that CG children with C-carrying mothers benefit
more from breastmilk than CG children with GG mothers. They did not; among CG children, the significant association between
breastfeeding and IQ did not vary by maternal genotype (P=.86): Specifically, breastfed-CG children of C-carrying mothers had
higher IQs than their non-breastfed counterparts (104.7 vs. 97.0) and breastfed-CG children of GG mothers also had higher IQs than
their non-breastfed counterparts (106.8 vs. 99.9). Third, we should find that GG children with CG mothers benefit more from
breastmilk than GG children with GG mothers. They did not; among GG children, the association between breastfeeding and IQ did
not vary by maternal genotype (P=.81). Specifically, there was no breastfeeding effect among GG children of CG mothers (100.5 vs.
99.6) and no breastfeeding effect among GG children of GG mothers (98.1 vs. 99.0).
Children’s rs174575 genotype
CC
Mothers’
rs174575
genotype

CC

CG

CG

CC

GG

CG

GG

CG

GG

Not
breastfed

Breastfed

Not
breastfed

Breastfed

Not
breastfed

Breastfed

Not
breastfed

Breastfed

Not
breastfed

Breastfed

Not
breastfed

Breastfed

Not
breastfed

Breastfed

N

361

353

116

109

137

141

166

142

49

38

37

43

21

18

IQ
(SD)

97.7
(13.9)

104.3
(15.3)

96.9
(15.4)

104.1
(13.9)

97.1
(13.6)

105.6
(14.8)

97.0
(13.4)

103.9
(15.4)

99.9
(17.1)

106.8
(13.8)

99.6
(16.1)

100.5
(16.8)

99.0
(14.7)

98.1
(17.5)
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Supplemental Table 3. Genotyping details for two common variants in the FADS2
gene.
In both cohorts, the two FADS2 polymorphisms were genotyped using manufacturer
recommended protocols on the AB7900 TaqMan platform. The following functionally
tested, made-to-order SNP genotyping assays from Appliedbiosystems (56) were used
(the assay IDs in the table link directly to the Appliedbiosystems web page for ordering):
rs174575 C___2575522_20
rs1535

C___2575527_10

The distributions of genotypes in both cohorts were consistent with Hardy-Weinberg
equilibrium (HWE). D’ = . 94 and .95 between the two SNPs in each of the two cohorts
(r2 = .77 and .79, respectively).
dbSNP

Alleles (major/minor)

Allele frequency

HWE (P value)

rs174575

C/G

.70/.30 (Dunedin)
.74/.26 (E-risk)

.47 (Dunedin)
.84 (E-risk)

rs1535

A/G

.61/.39 (Dunedin)
.66/.34 (E-risk)

.94 (Dunedin)
.76 (E-risk)

To test the maternal genotype effect, we used the same procedure to genotype rs174575
among E-risk mothers.
dbSNP

Alleles (major/minor)

Allele frequency

HWE (P value)

rs174575

C/G

.75/.25 (E-risk)

.22 (E-risk)

